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Learning Outcomes:  

SeF-05. Demonstrate a working knowledge of one or more tools used in network security. 

SeF-06. Demonstrate the ability to apply what they have learned from SANS Security Control 

network security tools to improve network security. 

In my current position at the Nevada City School District (NCSD), I am in charge of our network security. 

After taking this class I discovered that my knowledge is so limited. It’s so amazing how many people are 

trying to access our networks. Learning about the TOR sites was actually scary, I had never heard of the 

dark web. We must be diligent to stay on top of current security scanners in order to keep our staff and 

students safe. 

Prior to attending the class I ran the Nessus scan tool on the primary network external IP address that is 

assigned to our network and I was surprised to see a critical vulnerability. Our firewall is managed by 

Nevada Joint High School District. The scan not only indicated a critical error but listed what the error was 

and how to fix it. Which is to  “Upgrade to Palo Alto Networks PAN-OS version 5.0.18 / 6.0.13 / 6.1.10 / 

7.0.5 or later.”  I immediately emailed the report to the Network Administrator. 

While in class I learned that the Palo Alto Networks firewall often gives a false positive result. Relieved, I 

informed the network administrator of this new information.  As we looked at our classmates results I was 

a bit concerned for some of them as a lot of their servers seem to be exposed to the Internet. I am feeling 

a sense of security, although it could be false, of being safe from these types of vulnerabilities.  

Our class downloaded the Zenmap tool as part of the pre-requisite and I can’t wait to use it at work. When 

someone says that a service is down I now have the tool to track the information. Just today the Principal 

at one of my schools reported that “email has been down since 11am,” but she told me at 2:30pm. I was 

already off campus but I never noticed a service disruption from Google hosted email. I may never know 

exactly what happened. Zenmap will be my first line of diagnosis in the future. 

I felt that the class and the artifact were relevant to my job. The tools that are available to network 

administrators seem to be very thorough. It will be a good exercise for me to at a minimum learn how to 

use the Zenmap tool effectively. 

  

 


